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Introduction. Let n = 2, 1 = d„ d2, •■•,d„ be integers such that d¡ | df+i and

Then, for each element z of the Siegel's generalized upper-half plane //„,
in x 2n)-matrix (z, ö) is a Riemann matrix of an abelian torus Tiz) which

admits

as a principal matrix. By means of theta functions, P gives a polarization on
Tiz) and we denote by iTiz), P) the resulting polarized abelian torus.
For z and z' in //„, iTiz), P) and (T(z'), P) are isomorphic if and only if there
are complex (n x n)-matrix C and (2n x 2n)-integer matrix M such that

(z,<5)M = C(z', <5)with 'MPM = P. On the other hand, Sp(n, R) operates on
//„ by z -» (dz 4- ß) (Cz 4- £>)~', where

(co)
is an element of Sp(n, Ä).And for a fixed ô, there is a discrete subgroup T(o) of
Sp(n, R) such that the r(o)-orbit of z in H„ coincides with the polarized isomorphism class of iTiz), P) when we identify z e Hn with (T'z), P). We may regard
//„ /T(<5)as a variety of moduli for the set of polarized abelian tori arising from //„.
By means of theta series, which depend on an integer p _ 3, we can embed
(as complex analytic manifolds) all T(z), z e //„, simultaneously into a projective
space PN of dimension p"| o | — 1. Let %i5, p) be the set of abelian varieties in
PN with the natural polarizations (i.e., the polarization determined by hyperplane
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sections) which are images of the above embedding or their projective transforms.
Then, the set of Chow-points of the members of <^(<5,
p) form a Q-open variety
and the polarized isomorphism classes of the members of ^(<5, p)] coincide with
projective families.
If we regard a construction of variety of moduli as finding a locally closed
set whose points represent isomorphism classes, then we may enlarge the set
^(<5,p) which depended on p, to the set ,s/(<5)of all polarized abelian varieties which
are isomorphic to some member of $¿'5, u). Then we can give another characterization of s#iS): let us call a polarized abelian variety a "deformation" of another
if there is a finite chain of polarized abelian varieties connecting the two so that
each consecutive one is either isomorphic or one of the pair is a specialization
of the other over the fieldQ. Then, iorA e ¿rfi$), let 2(^4) be the set of deformations

of A. We have j/(¿) = T(A) [10], [4].
By rearranging the above sequence of observations backwards, we have
the following set which becomes susceptible of generalization to other
polarized varieties. Let A0 be a polarized abelian variety. Then, there

is a subset °U c ~ZiAQ) such that (1) for any AelLiAj)

there is V'e°U

with A = U, (2) underlying varieties of the members of $1 are in a
fixed projective space, and (3) the set of Chow-points of the underlying
varieties of the members of ^ is a Q-open variety. We may call such "Il a
universal subfamily of 2(/lo) and there are many such subfamilies for E04o).
The special one we have considered, <^(<5,p), renders fibering by projective families and leads to a construction of a variety of moduli for £04o). In this sense,
<%may be considered as a geometric counterpart to //„ which was an interme-

diate stage toward •••HJTiô).
In the case of nonsingular curves of fixed genus n, Baily constructed a variety
of moduli by means of their Jacobians and //„ / T(/„), where /„ is the identity
in x n)-matrix. From our point of view, the following aspects of the curves
are of main interest :

(1) the canonical map 4>: C -* J of a nonsingular curve C into its Jacobian J is
biregular (birational) and the image <p'C) determines a polar divisor 0 with
/(©) = 1, i.e.,(J, 0) e .*/(/„) if we denote the polarization determined by 0 by 0
(2) the canonical map <p: C -* J is compatible with the specialization of the
curve C (we consider only nonsingular specializations),
(3) Hoyt's result [3] that the set of Jacobians of curves of fixed genus n in
a family of polarized abelian varieties (here we may take ^liln, pj) forms a locally

closed family.
When we have a variety of moduli as in the case of curves, it seems idle to look
for a universal! subfamily. But the case of curves suggests a tentative step
of generalization to higher dimensions. In this paper, we will consider some
additional structure on a nonsingular polarized variety and one restrictive enough
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so that the set of deformation
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admits a universal

subfamily.
Let F be a polarized variety and suppose that the underlying variety F of F
has following properties: (1) the dimension of the image of V by an albanese
map of V is the same as that of V, and (2) no curve on V is crushed to a point by
the albanese map. If (1) and (2) are satisfied, we will call Fan "a-variety" and
define a-deformations of V. In §2, we will construct a universal subfamily for
the set of a-deformations, while in §1 we will develop terminology in a slightly
more general setting, the main guideline being Matsusaka-Mumford [9].

1. Related deformations. Notational convention. While our basic terminology
will be that of [11], we will also follow definitions in [12], [8] and [9]. As specific
assumptions and conventions of this paper, we take the field of rational numbers,
Q, as our ground field and confine ourselves to projective geometry. For example,
by a specialization of a variety, denoted by *—+,we will mean a specialization as
a cycle in an ambient projective space defined over Q. Furthermore, we will
consider polarization only on a nonsingular variety (projective, absolutely
irreducible). To avoid repetition, we will denote by "variety V" with boldface
the following: a nonsingular variety V, called the underlying variety of V, has
a specific polarization structure 9£ on it and the pair of concepts (V, ST)is denoted
by V. For example, V *-* V means "on V and V polarizations SC and 3C'
respectively are given and for a polar divisor X e SC, (V, X) «.-* (V, X') over
y «.-> y (over Q) with X'ef."
As in the above example, if not otherwise
mentioned, a capital letter U, corresponding to a boldfaced U which represents
a polarized variety, will be understood as denoting the underlying variety of U.
Definition 1. A morphism (everywhere defined birational map) 4>: V -* V of
the underlying variety V of Finto that of V will be called a (polarized) morphism
of Finto V, written again by </>: V-> V, if there is a polar divisor X' in SC'

such that (p~1(X') = prx pry (F x X'j] is defined and is in SC.
This definition does not depend on the choice of a polar divisor X' in SC'.
By the result in [7] of a regular maximal algebraic family of positive divisors
on a nonsingular variety, it is enough to check for the case X'~Y'
(linear
equivalence on V) with both <p~1(X') and <p~iCY') being defined. Then, by

the Corollary to Theorem 14, Chapter VIII of [11], we have f1 (X') ~ 4>~\Y')
on F. We also notice(2) that <p has to satisfy the following: for any point ae V,
the point set tp~1ia) has to be finite. V being polarized and </>being into, we
may consider the case where V is a projective space with the natural polarization.
Let L( </>)be the linear system defining </>: V -» PN (hence L( $) c X) and let
m = dim^(F). Suppose aePN and the set <p~1ia) is not finite. Let Ws be a
component with maximal dimension in </>_1
(a) with s = 1. Then, m —(n —s) = 0,
(2) This fact was pointed out to me by the referee, and this eliminates many of the vacuous
concepts I have originally dealt with.
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in PN such that a$H¡,

</>_1(F) • H, •••//„_s#0
is defined and </>-1(//,) are also defined. Going to
numerical equivalence class, W- X^"~s) — 0 with X eSC. This contradicts Nakai's
criterion of nondegeneracy [6] of X, namely there exists al positive s-cycle W"
such that Ws-X{n~s) is not positive.

Definition 2. Let Fand V be varieties. They are said to be immediate deformations of each other if Fis isomorphic to V or one of them is a specialization of
the other. We say that they are deformations of each other if there are a finite
number of varieties F= V0, V,,---, Vs = V such that each consecutive one is
an immediate deformation of the other. By S(F), we denote the set of deformations
of variety V.
Definition 3. When S(l/0) is given, a variety F is said to be S(t/0)-related if
there is a morphism (/>; F-> U for some U in S(l/0). When this is so, we denote
by (F, </>)the S(f/0)-related variety F with relation (p.
Definition 4. Let S = S(l/0) be given, and ( F, </>)and ( V, tp') be S-related
varieties. They are said to be isomorphic to each other (with S-relation), written
( V, </>)g (F', (j)'), if (a) there is an isomorphism a ; V-* V and (b) there is an
isomorphism ß:U-+U'
such that ßOtp = <p'0a, where </>:F->C and </>':
V'-*U'.
Similarly, (F', </>')is said to be a S-related specialization of ( V, </>),

written (F, <f>)—►(V, </>'),Hi (a)K «-> V and (b) there are S-related (F, 0)

and iV',Jj
■*-+(F',

such that ( F, </>)
£ ( V,J), (F', </>')
= (F', W) and (K,0,I»

U', T^), where T^ denotes the graph of (p.

In Definition 2, we can replace "isomorphism", "specialization" and "variety
V" by S-related ones respectively and obtain a notion of S-related deformation.
We denote by S( F, <p)the set of S-related deformations of (F, (/>),when S = S(í/0)

is fixed.
In the following, we will restrict ourselves in the type of S, so that the resulting
S-related deformation will be seen to be a slight generalization of "a-deformation"
mentioned in the Introduction.
Definition 5. The set S(t/0) of deformations of a variety U0 will be called
"of type c" if there is a positive integer c, such that:
(1) for every U in S and for any basic polar divisor B of U, there is a positive
[/-divisor Z which is algebraically equivalent to cB, and every such Z is ample;
(2) for every U in S, the set of positive 17-divisors Z, which are algebraically
equivalent to cB for some basic polar divisor B of U, form an irreducible algebraic

family &'c,\J),

and IJjZ) depends only on S. (/„(Z) = dim|Z| 4- 1, where \Z\

denotes the complete linear system on U determined by Z.)
From now on, we fix a set of deformations of a variety U0, S, of type c, and
a S-related variety ( F0, </>0)with dim F0 = 2. We may rearrange the notations
so that <p0: F0-> U0.
For any (F, </>)eS(F0, </>0),and for any Ze^ic,U),
we can apply Bertini's
theorems on the linear system </>_1(|z|) (on V) and assert that there is anon-
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singular variety IF on F as a member of <£_1(|Z|).
(j)induces the morphism <pw:
W-* U and Trw(0_1(|z|))
= cp~\|Z|)
on W. By the second remark after Definition 1, members of <pj 1i | Z | ) are nondegenerate PF-divisors and give an induced
polarization on W. Then, cpw: JF-> U is a (polarized) morphism so that ( W, (pw)

is S-related.
With these notations, let's consider the following two sets:
(1) fix a divisor Z0e J^(c, U0) and also a nonsingular variety W0e (/>_1(|z|),
and then we have S( W0, <p0wo)
;
(2) S' be the set of all possible pairs ( W, (/>„,)with nonsingular variety W a V,

W e <t>-\ | Z | ) while Z e ^(c, U) and ( <p,cp)e S( F0, 4>0)vary.
Lemma 1.

S' c S( W0, </>0wo).

As iW0, qb0wj)el,', it is enough to show that for any (IF, 0w)eS' there are
a finite number of ( Wh <f>iwj)
(i = 0, ■■■,s)such that each consecutive one is an
immediate deformation of the other in the sense of S-relation, with ( W, (¡)w)

= iw„4>„,j).
Case 1. <p= (j)0 and

Z = Z0. Taking a sufficiently generic member

W of

</>o_1(|Zo|),wehave(IFo,
</>ow0)
-**W
0o»)—(W,
</>oJCase 2. <p= </>0and Z e J*"(c,U0). By the Case 1 above and property (2) of
Definition 5, it is enough to consider the case where W0 = <j>ö1iS0), S0 e | Z01
and W. = (pô1 (S), S e | Z | so that Sisa sufficiently generic member of the family
^(c,l/0). Then, (W, ¿„s)«-(Wo,
</>„„„)•
General case. Over the deformation I/Oto I/, members of !W(c, U0) deform
to those of #"(c, U). Hence, in finite steps, this case reduces to Case 1 or 2 above.
With the same notation as above, we obtain a set Si(F0, W0) of pairs of varieties

(V, W) such that W c V, ( V, <p)e S( F0, </>„)and (W, <j>Je S'.
Proposition
integer

1(3).

There is a constant

cr of the set H, such that for any

m = cr,

(r,A). H'iV,SfvifnW')) = 0/or i = 1, where <ev(mW') is the sheaf on V defined

by \mW'\ [12],
ir,B).

The minimal

r = dimF, 'V,W)el.„

sum of ^>-1(|Z|)

and \mW'\

on Vis complete; where

and W" e </>-1(|z|) such that W-W' is defined.

Proof. We will use induction on r. Suppose r > 2 and assume that (r — I, A)
and (r — 1,73) hold with constant cr_,. By Lemma 1, these assumptions hold for
the pairs iW, T) in I.,iWr0~1, Tr0~2), which we get from S'.
For a given pair (F, W) e Si(F0, W0), and an integer m > 1, consider the following
exact sequence of sheaves determined by respective divisors;

0 -♦ ¿Cyiim - 1) W') -> £CyimW')-» SP^mW ■W') -* 0.
(3) I am grateful to the referee who has pointed out that this proposition is proved in a
much more general context in the forthcoming thesis of S. Kleiman (Ph. D., Harvard, 1965).
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For m = cr_!, by (r — I, A), we have an exact sequence

O^H°iV,im-l)W')^H°(V,mW')-+H\W,mW-W')^H,iV,im-l)W')
—H'iV, mW') - 0 -* H2iV,im - \)W') -* H\V, mW') -* 0 -» ••• -* 0
-» H'iV,(m- \)W') ->if(F, mW') -» 0
where we abbreviated H'iV, ^K(D)) into //'(F,D).
IF' being a nondegenerate F-divisor, a high multiple of W' is ample and hence
equivalent to a hyperplane section of a variety which is the embedded image of
F by the ample linear system. By the semi-fineness of the sheaf determined by a
hyperplane section, [12], we get

H\V,mW') = 0 for i ^ 2 and large m.
But, for m = cr_„ H''V,im-l)W')
= H'iVmW') (i = 2) by the exact sequence
above. That is, m is large enough if m = cr_, to obtain the above equality.
Let us denote er¡m= xiV,mW')=
l^oi-iyh'iVmW'),
where h''V,mW') =
dim //'(F,mW"). We have er,m = h°iV,mW') - h''V,mW') for m^cr_,.V
being
nonsingular, erm is a specialization invariant of the pair (F, mW'), [1], and hence
a constant of the set Sj(F0, JF0) when m is fixed. We also have the result in [9]
that h°iV,mW') ^ dr>m for a fixed m, where dr>m is a constant of the set
Si(F0, W0). Put

er = er>Cr_t, dr = dTCr_i and

(F, W) in Si, we have 'h\V,cr.,W')

br = dr - er. Then,

for any

pair

= 6,.

From the exactness of H^'V,im-\)W')-^H\V,mW')^0
we get a decreasing sequence of nonnegative integers

for m^cr_!,

h\V,cr_, W")= ft^F.Cc,., 4- 1) IF') = »..
Hence, for any pair (F, IF) in Sx, there are only two possibilities;
(1) h\V,'cT_, 4- br+j) W') = 0 for all j = 1, or
(2) hliV,icr_, 4- i) W') = hliV,icr.t + i + l) W') for some i, 0 = i = fer.
Now we claim that (2) implies (1), i.e., (1) is always the case.
Suppose (2) is the case. Then, the following sequence is exact,

0-+H°iV,icr_, + i)W')->H°iV,icr_, + i + l)W')^H°'W,icT_,

+ i + l)W'-W)-*0.

This is equivalent to saying that T% | (cr_! 4- i + 1)W"| = |(cr_j4- i + l)W'-W\.
But,

Tr^|(cr_i

4- i + 2)W'\ =>minsum [Tr„,(<¡T1(|Z|)),

Trr|(c,_t

= minsum[^1(|Z|),|(cr_i4-i4-l)IF'-IF|],

and by (r —1,5), the last linear system is complete and hence

|(c,.t 4- i + 2)W'-W\ = Tr^c,-,

+ i + 2)W'\.

+ i + l)W'\]
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Back in terms of exact sequences and h1, we have

h\V,icr_, 4- i + l)W') = hKVic,-, + i + 2)W'),
and repeating the same argument and using the semifineness argument, we get
Case (1) as claimed.
Let cr — cr_i 4- br. Then, (r, A) is true with the constant c,. Now we claim that
(r,B) is also true with the same cr. By (r,A), we have Tr„,|mIF'| = |mfF'-JF|
for m^cr and from cr^.cr-,
and (r — 1, B) we have

minsum

[TrH,(0-1(|Z|)),Tr^|mW"|]=

|(m4-l)W"-IF|

when m^cr.

We have to show
minsum[<Ê-1(|Z|),

\mW'\2 » |(m + i)W'\

on F when m^cr.

Let the function module determined by $_1(|z|)
and a member W' be
denoted by L and the function module determined by min sum [</>_1(|Z|),|mlF'[]
and a member (m 4- 1)IF' be M and the one determined by |m!F'| and mW'
be Ly(mW'), and so forth. Then, we have the following exact sequence of modules;

O^K-*

M

n n

-+Lwiim + \)W'-W)-+0

«

0 -►K' -* Lyiim + l)W') -►Lwi'm + l)W ' • W) -+0
where K and K' are respective kernels of the map which sends functions on F
to their traces on W (see [13] for terminology). It suffices to show K' cz M, i.e.,

K = K' and hence dimAi = dimLK((m 4- i)W'). Suppose fe K', i.e., (/)„ > W.
Then, (f) = W + P-(m + i)W' with some P > 0, and hence if) = (IF- W')
+ (P —mW') gives/= g'h with geL and heLy(mW'), and hence fe M.
To complete our proof, we need the following (l,A*), (1,-73*)and c* to replace
(r — 1,.<4), (r — 1,5) and cr_i for the case r = 2.

(1,4*). Let (F, C) gS^Fq, C0). On the nonsingular curve C, we use the Riemann-

Roch theorem for the C-divisor mC'C, and get HliC, mC ■C) = 0 for m ^ 2g- 2,
where the genus g of the curve C is a constant of the set Sx.
(l,ß*). deg(C • C) = d > 0 is a constant of Z, and hence

c* such that c* ^ 2g - 2 and for m ^c* (m-l)d^2g-2.

we can find

Then, |mC'-C|-C'-C

is nonspecial and the Castelnuovo's lemma (Lemma 6 in [9]) becomes available.

Thatis, min sum [fo"1 (|Z|), |mC'-C|]

= |(m 4- 1)C'-C| on C for m = q*

Corollary.
Notations and assumptions being the same as above, there is a
projective space P such that, for any pair (V, W) in Y.,, V can be embedded into
P by means of the complete linear system |cPIF|, and furthermore, the degree
of the image variety is a constant of St.

Proof For any (F, IF) in S^ crIF is an ample F-divisor because a very high
multiple of W is ample and then we can step downwards to crIF by (r,5) and
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Lemma 5 of [9]. On the other hand, by (r,A) and the constancy of xiV,crW),
licrW) is a constant of the set St. Hence, we can embed F into PN with
N + 1 = l(crW) by means of | crW | for any (F, W) e St. As the divisor crFF goes
to a hyperplane section by the above embedding, and the degree of a zero cycle
on F obtained by intersecting r members of j FF | being a constant of the set Si,
we get the second part of the corollary.
The above corollary comes very close to the notion of a universal subfamily
mentioned in the introduction, and we put the definition down here formally.
Definition 7. Let S be a subset of the set of deformations of a variety F0.
A subset °U of S is called a universal subfamily of S if the following conditions

are satisfied:
(1) for any Fe S, there is a V'eU such that F s V,
(2) there is a fixed projective space P such that V c P for any V e °U,
(3) the set {c(V) | V e U} can be expressed as a finite union of open varieties,
where c(V) denotes the Chow-point of V.

2. a-deformations and a universal subfamily. Let F be a variety with dim F 2: 2
such that an albanese (<p,A) of F satisfies (1) dimF = dim</>(F) and (2) the
morphism <pdoes not crush any curve on F to a point. These properties do not
depend on the choice of (</>,
A) of F, and we will say that F has property "a" if
the above conditions are satisfied. For an a-variety F and a given albanese (<p,A)
of F, we will construct a polarization <&on A uniquely (and denote A=(A,&))
and a polarization ion
F (denote V = (V, SC)) such that (V, cp) is properly

S(/l)-related.
Let us fix an a-variety F0 and an albanese ( (j)0,A0) of F0. We define a-deformation of F0 by requiring each F; appearing in the chain of immediate deformations (in the Definition 2 of §1.) to be a-varieties. And SCI(F0) will denote the set
of a-deformations of F0. Then, comparing the two sets Sa( F0) and S(F0, </>0),
we will construct a universal subfamily of Sa(F0) in this section.
Let F be an a-variety and X be an ample polar divisor of F. Let C be a 1-cycle
of the form X, ■X2.Xr_,
where X¡ e | X | such that the intersection is defined.
Let (4>,Aq) be an albanese of F. First, we know that, by suitable choice of C,
<p(C) generates A and the Pontrjagin sum of 4>(C), q — 1 times in A, gives a nondegenerate A- divisor Y [5].
Lemma 1. Let Vand (<p,A) be as before, and £>, (i = 1,2) be l-cycles on V
whose supports are irreducible
curves C¡ respectively. Suppose D, = D2 (alg.
eq.). Then, pr2[(Dt x A) ■T,j] and pr2[(£>2 x A) ■T,j] are numerically equivalent
to each other on A.

Proof. For any yl-divisor W such that
{pr2 [(Z>i X A) ■T0] - pr2 i(D2 x A) ■Y*]} ■W

is defined, we want deg{pr2 [(D, x A) ■T^] - pr2[(D2 x A) ■T^]} ■W) = 0. By our
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assumption and changing IF within the algebraic equivalence class (hence within
the numerical equivalence class) if necessary, we may assume (pr2(D, x A) ■r¿) ■W
to be defined for each ¡ = 1,2. Then by the property a of <p, Et-(V x W) are
defined on T¿, where E„ E2 are transforms of D„ D2 respectively by the isomorphism between F and T^. As the algebraic projection preserves the degree
of 0-cycles, we get the lemma.
Lemma 2. Let Vand (<p,A) be as before. Then, there is a polarization
A which is uniquely determined by Vand (p.

*¥ on

Proof. By the remark before Lemma 1, there is a polarization on A determined
by Y. Suppose now that X, is another ample polar divisor of F. Then, there
are integers a and a, such that aX = a,X, (alg. eq.) and if C, is a curve obtained
from X, in the same way as we got C from X, then a'~1C = ai_1Ci (alg. eq.).
Then, by Lemma 1 and by linearly extending the Pontrjagin sum, we see that
some multiple of Y is numerically equivalent to some multiple of Y, and we get
the same polarization on A.
By this lemma, we call (</>,A) an albanese of F, where A = (A,^), <&being
the polarization determined by Y in the above notation.
Lemma 3. With the notations

on the underlying
</>: ViA)->A

variety

as above, A gives a new polarization

SC(A)

V of V. If we denote ViA) = (V, SCiAj), then

is a morphism.

Furthermore,

if (1>,B) were another

albanese

of

V, then SCiA)= SCiB). iHence, we denote V= (F,#L4)).)
Proof. Let Y be an ample polar divisor of A. Then, we can find Y„ linearly

equivalent to Y, such that pr,[T¿-iV

x Y,)] = <j>~1iY,)is defined. Then, by

the property a, (p~1iY,) is nondegenerate on F and hence gives SCiA). The last
part of the lemma comes from the universal mapping property of an albanese map.
With the notations of Lemma 3, (V, (j>) is properly S(4)-related and for any
other albanese (</>',A') of F, we have (F, </>)£ (F, </>')in the sense of Definition

4, §1.
Now let us consider specializations. Let F be an a-variety and fix an albanese
(</>,A) of V. Then, we have A and F uniquely by Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. Let
V, be a nonsingular variety such that F «—» V,. Then, for an albanese i<j>,,Aj)
of Fi5 âim.A = âimA, = q. On the other hand, there is an albanese i4>',A')

of F such that (F,T^,A')

->*->iV,,Y^,B) with the property that B is abelian

and di, Vj) generates B. By the behavior of an abelian subvariety over the specialization of an abelian variety, and the fact that we are in characteristic 0,

(¡/,B) is actually an albanese of V, [3], [4].
Lemma 4. Let
another a-variety

V be an a-variety and fix an albanese i(p,A) of V. V, be
such that V ■«—»V,. Then, for any albanese i<p„Aj) of

V,, we have (F, <p)■"<—>(Pi,
</>,).
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Proof. From V*-* V„ we have iV,T^,A')^-*iV„T^,B)

[February

with

(V,4>)2£(V,4>')andiV,, <p,)S ( V,A).
We can choose ample polar divisors X and X, respectively of F and V, such
that (F, T^, A',X) «*-* (F1;T^,B, Xi). In the construction of the nondegenerate
divisors Y and Yj respectively of A' and /3 (from X and Xt, in Lemma 2), we
used operations which are compatible with specialization. Hence, (F, T^.,.4')
•»-* (Fj,r^,B). Now, we can choose ample polar divisors Y' and Y/of A'and 5
respectively so that Y' «—»Y/ over the already constructed specialization. Then,
the operations involved in obtaining i and SC, from 7' and Y/ respectively (in
Lemma 3) are again compatible with specialization, i.e., ( V,T^,A')-^-* ( V„ T$, B)

over F«—» V,.
Let us fix an a-variety F0 and an albanese i<p0,A0) of F0. And consider the
following two sets: Sa(F0) and S(F0, </>0).For any nember F of Sa and any

albanese ( <p,A) of F, ( F, ^>)e S F0, <p0).Applying the Corollary of Proposition 1,
§1, to the subset of pairs (F, W) in ~L,(V0,IF0) which arise from (F, </>)e S( V0,</>0)
such that Fe Sa and </>is an albanese map of F, we have:
Proposition
2. Underlying varieties of members ofLx(Vj) can be embedded
into a fixed projective space so that the degree of the image variety is a constant

of the set Sa.
Theorem 1. LetV0 be an a-variety. The set of a-deformations
considered as a subset ofL(V0), has a universal subfamily.

of F0, Sa(F0),

Froof. Let P be the projective space appearing in Proposition 2 above and %
be the subset of Sa, consisting of embedded images in P with the transferred
(by embedding) polarizations. For any Ue°i¿, a pair (U,B), where B is a basic
polar divizor of U, has the following property : | B + Cm| on U is not empty
where m is a suitable constant of the set °U and Cm denotes an m-ple of hyperplane section of U. ( | B + Cm| becomes ample if m = m0 where m0 depends on
the degree of B which is a constant of the set <%.)Hence, the ¡underlying varieties
of members of °ll from a subset of the set of nonsingular varieties in P of a
fixed degree d ( = deg(i/)) which carry at least a positive divisor of a fixed

degree e( = deg(Z) with Z e | B 4- C,„ | ).
Let the Chow-bunch of positive cycles in P of dimension r, degree d, be sé and
that of dimension r — 1, degree e, be 08, and fix a pair (L0,Z0) where U0 is an
underlying variety of a member of °ll and Z0 is a positive i/0-cycle in IB0 + C,„ I.
Choose an irreducible component ¿tf0 of sé containing c(C/0), and an irreducible
component £%0of á? containing c'Zj). The possible choices of the pair (sf0,0Sj)
are finite in number. From the graph of the algebraic correspondence between
s/0 and &0, which associates c(U) to c(Z) so that the support of U contains the
support of Z, choose an irreducible component ^0 which contains the point
(c(U0),c(Z0)). (The set of such components is nonempty, finite.)
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Let (ü,z) be a generic point of 1f0 and 0 and Z be P-cycles so that c (Ü) = it,
c(Z) = z, respectively. Then, from (Ü, Z) ■*—*(U0, Z0) we can deduce the following:
(a) Ü is a nonsingular variety which has the property a, and
(b) let B = Z—Cm where Cmis an m-ple of a hyperplane section of D. Then, B
is a nondegenerate TJ-divisor and the polarization determined by E on 0 gives

a variety Ü so that Ü—►U0 (U0e<%).
Let the geometric projection of 1£0into .j/0 be ^0', and denote by fé'ôthe subset
of points c(U) so that U is nonsingular and has property a. Then, ^0' is an open
subvariety of ^¿. In the process of obtaining ^'¿, we were given only finite choices
in each step. Let c€" be the set union of all possible ^'¿. Then, V has the following
property: (a) if Ue%, then c(U)e<S", and (b) for any c(l/)e«",
we can give
a polarization on U, in a uniform manner, so that Uel,a. From (b) we obtain
a subset Ql" of Sa so that ^ c ^"' by (a), and hence (U" is a universal subfamily

of 2«.
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